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Vasubandhu on samskarapratyayam 
vijnanam 

by Robert Kritzer 

Introduction 

The principle of conditioned origination (pratityasamutpada) is 
one of the most fundamental and profound of all Buddhist teachings; 
Louis de la Vallee Poussin points out that it was, in fact, by 
discovering pratityasamutpada, that the Buddha became the Buddha 
(La Vallee Poussin 1913:v). Over the course of time, a formula to 
express this principle, consisting of gradually increasing numbers of 
members {angas) developed, until finally the 12-membered formula, 
with which all students of Buddhism are familiar, emerged (for 
studies of this process, see Aramaki 1986 and 1989). As Takasaki 
Jikido suggests, we cannot understand this formula in terms of a 
simple, linear chain of causes, in which each member is caused by 
a prior member and, in turn, produces a subsequent member. Instead, 
the members must be divided into groups, and the relationships 
among the members of each group, as well as the relationships among 
the various groups, must be examined (Takasaki Jikido 1987:151). 

In fact, Buddhist philosophers, from the period of the early 
abhidharma texts onward, have interpreted the formula and explained 
the relationships among the members and groups of members in 
various ways, according to the degree of reality they attribute to the 
constituents of experience and their general understanding of causa
tion. Not surprisingly, thinkers belonging to different schools have 
come to dramatically different conclusions about conditioned origi
nation; for example, the Sarvastivadin school, which believes that 
dharmas are real, implies that a real entity is that which has arisen 
through conditioned origination, while the Madhyamika Nagarjuna, 
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who denies the reality of dharmas, says that entities are empty 
precisely because they arise through conditioned origination (yah 
pratityasamutpadah 6unyatam tarn pracaksmahe—Madhyamaka-
karikah XXIV 18ab; Madhyamaka$astra: 220. See also Nagao 
1989:5). 

Although the Yogacaras, unlike the Madhyamikas, speak the 
same abhidharmic language as the Sarvastivadins in analyzing the 
pratityasamutpada formula, they too disagree with the Sarvastivadin 
interpretation. Again, this is natural, since the Yogacara school 
ascribes a greater degree of reality, and hence causal efficacy, to 
vijfiana than to the other dharmas, and vijfiana is perhaps the most 
important member of the formula. According to Sarvastivada, the 
members of the formula can be divided into three groups: avidya and 
samskara belong to the past life; vijfiana, namarupa, sadayatana, 
spar^a, vedana, trsna, upadana, and bhava to the present; and jati and 
jaramarana to the future (Abhidharmakos'abhasya: 131). In their 
"three lifetimes/twofold" (san shih hang ch'ung-, for a discussion of 
this subject, see Matsuda 1982a) causation system, the two members 
from the past life are the cause of the first five members of the present 
life, which are considered resultant; the last three members of the 
present life, which are considered causal, are, in turn, the cause of the 
future life (AKBh:\34). Thus, the Sarvastivadins consider vijfiana 
in the formula to be result rather than cause. 

The Yogacaras, on the other hand, divide the members differ
ently. According to them, there are four groups of members: the 
projecting (aksepaka) group (avidya, samskara, and vijfiana)-, the 
projected (aksipta) group (namarupa, sadayatana, spar&a, and vedana), 
the actualizing (abhinirvartaka) group (trsna, upadana, and bhava), 
and the actualized (abhinirvrtti) group (jati and jaramarana) 
(Abhidharmasamuccaya:26). This arrangement is known as the "two 
lifetimes/single" (Hang shih i ch *ung) causation system; the project
ing group, which belongs to the earlier lifetime, projects the seeds of 
the later lifetime (namely, the projected group), while the actualizing 
group, which also belongs to the earlier lifetime, activates these seeds 
and thus causes the later lifetime to arise (again, see Matsuda 1982a). 
In this system, vijfiana belongs to a causal group of members, and, 
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although Asanga does not explicitly identify it as such here, its 
function of receiving the impressions of past karma and projecting 
them as the seeds of the next lifetime leaves little doubt that it is, in 
fact, alayavijfiana. 

It is clear, then, that in these two analyses of \he pratityasamutpada 
formula, the nature and position of vijUana is particularly significant, 
and we can suppose, furthermore, that in any similarly abhidharmic 
discussion of pratityasamutpada, the treatment of vijfiana will give 
us a clue to the fundamental doctrinal stance of the author. In this 
paper, I shall examine several conflicting expositions of 
pratityasamutpada in general, and vijnanahga in particular, all by 
Vasubandhu, and I shall discuss their broader doctrinal implications. 

Part One 

In Chapter Three of the AbhidharmakoSa, Vasubandhu devotes 
nineteen verses (v. 20-38) to a discussion of conditioned origination 
{pratityasamutpada). During the course of this discussion, we can 
find two conflicting definitions of consciousness as a member {ahga) 
of the pratityasamutpada formula, that is to say, of consciousness 
conditioned by the karmic forces (samskarapratyayam vijfianam). In 
verse 21c, consciousness is defined as the skandhas at the moment 
of conception (samdhiskandhas tu vijfianam — AKBh:131). In his 
comment in the Abhidharmakosabhasya on verse 28ab, however, 
Vasubandhu states that samskarapratyayam vijfianam actually refers 
to the stream of the "six ordinary kinds of mind" (for translation, see 
Schmithausen 1987:650) in the intermediate realm, and he cites a 
sutra definition for support (karmaksepavafac ca vijfianasantatis tarn 
tarn gatim gacchati I jvalagamanayogenantarabhavasambandhat I 
tadanyasamskarapratyayam vijfianam/evam cakrtvatad upapannam 
bhavati vijfianafiganirdes'e ilvijfianam katamat? I sadvijfianakayah" 
iti — AKBh: 140). 

In his translation of the Abhidharmakos'a, Louis de la Vallee 
Poussin does not mention which school accepts the second definition; 
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in his translation of the Ch 'eng wei shih lun, on the other hand, he 
attributes it to the Sarvastivadins: "D'apres les Sarvastivadins, le 
membre Vijflana = les six Vijftanas (Manovijftana, oeil-vijfiana, etc.) 
de l'existence interm^diaire" (La Vallee Poussin 1929:200). P. S. 
Jaini makes the same attribution in the introduction to his edition of 
the Abhidharmadipa: "The other [i. e., not pratisamdhivijftana] 
meaning, viz., the six vijftanas, although occurring in the Vibhaftga-
sutta of the Samyutta-nikaya, is most probably a later addition 
introduced by the Abhidharmikas. This becomes evident from the 
attempt of the Vaibhasikas to apply this term not only to the moment 
of rebirth consciousness, but also to a long preceding period called 
antara-6/iava, where alone the six vijftanas could be understood to 
function" (Jaini 1977:58-59). More recently, Marek Mejor has 
introduced a translation of the Abhidharmakosabhasya 's comment 
on A/OII28ab, together with the text and translation of the corre
sponding portion of Sthiramati's commentary, Tattvartha, as 
"Vaibhasikas on the pratityasamutpada" (Mejor 1991:96), thus 
indicating that he, too, considers the six-vijftanakaya definition to 
represent the Sarvastivadin position. 

Although N. H. Samtani has pointed out that the 
Arthavini&cayasutranibandhana identifies another interpretation of 
the six- vijftanakaya definition, in which the six vijftanas are described 
as samskaraparibhavitah, as a Sautrantika view (this is Vasubandhu's 
position in another text, the Pratityasamutpadavyakhya; see below), 
and recognizes that this contradicts Jaini's opinion, which he quotes, 
he does not go into the matter any further (AVS, intro.:143-144). 
Kato Junsho shows that Vasubandhu, in his comment on AKIII28ab, 
is actually attacking the Sarvastivadin avasthika interpretation of 
pratityasamutpada\ according to Kato, Vasubandhu makes this attack 
in the name of the Sautrantika. However, he, too, fails to explore 
Vasubandhu's interpretation of vijftana in detail (Kato 1989:315-
317). In this paper, I hope to show that the first of these two 
definitions (samdhiskandhas tu vijfianam) represents the orthodox 
Sarvastivadin position, while the second {vijiianam katamat? 
sadvijftanakayah) is Vasubandhu's own opinion, and I shall try to 
explain the implications of Vasubandhu's position. 
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The Sarvastivadin Definition — pratisamdhivijnana 

Since the exposition of conditioned origination in the AKis rather 
involved, I shall first explain the context in which each definition 
occurs. In the beginning of Chapter Three, the Exposition of the 
Universe (lokanirde§a)y Vasubandhu enumerates the various realms, 
destinies, etc., into which beings are reborn, and he explains 
antarabhava, the intermediate existence between death and rebirth. 
He then denies that there is any soul (atmari) that is reborn; rather, 
"the skandhas alone, conditioned by defilement and action, enter the 
womb by way of the series (that is given the name) of the intermediate 
existence, like a lamp" (natmasti skandhamatram tu 
kle^akarmabhisainskrtam/antarabhavasamtatyakuksim etipradipavat 
— AJGII18; AKBh\\29). To explain this conditioning process, 
whereby defilement and action result in rebirth, and birth, in turn, 
results in defilement and action, Vasubandhu introduces the topic of 
pratityasamutpada. The first definition of vijiiana can be found at the 
beginning of this discussion. 

In AKIJ120, Vasubandhu states that the twelve members of the 
pratityasamutpada formula can be divided among three lifetimes, and 
in AKlU2l-24y he defines each member as being a "state" (da§aox 
avastha) of the five skandhas. However, in verse 25, using the word 
kila, he indicates that he personally disagrees with this interpretation, 
which he attributes to the Sarvastivadin or Vaibhasika school 
(avasthikah kilesto yam —AKIII25a; AKBh: 133. See also La 
Vallee Poussin 1971, v. 2:66, n. 5). It is among the verses that present 
the avasthika interpretation that our first definition of vijiiana is 
found. 

Thus, Vasubandhu, himself, has identified the first definition as 
being that of the Sarvastivadins. Furthermore, as I mentioned above, 
near the beginning of his comment on verse 28ab, he attacks the entire 
avasthika interpretation, to which, he says, the Sautrantikas object, 
questioning whether it accurately reflects the meaning of sutra (atra 
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tu sautrantikavijMpayanti/kim khalv eta istaya ucyante ya yasyestih 
ahosvit sutrarthah —AKBh: 136). Moreover, at the end of the same 
section, he again explicitly identifies everything contained in the 
avasthika interpretation as Vaibhasika doctrine (sa eva tu 
vaibhasikanyayo yah purvam uktah —AKBh: 140), a point noted by 
de la Vallee Poussin in his translation (La Valine Poussin 1971, v. 2: 
88). 

Similar avasthika interpretations of pratityasamutpada, including 
definitions of vijfianahga resembling that found in AKIII21c, can be 
traced to earlier Sarvastivadin texts, although not to the earliest 
group. I have not found such interpretations in the Sarvastivadin 
Abhidharmapitaka, either in early texts, such as the Dharmaskandha 
(A pi ta mo fa ytin tsu lun), which contains extensive discussions of 
both samskarapratyayam vijUanam and namarupapratyayam vijMnam 
(T. 1537:506c—508b; see Schmithausen 1987:464-465^ ns. 1114, 
1119), or in later texts, such as the JMnaprasthana (Api ta mo fa chih 
lun), which is cited by de la Vallee Poussin as the source of the 
division of members into three lifetimes (T. 1544:921b; also, see the 
earlier translation, A pi Van pa chien tu lun, T. 1543: 775b-c; La 
Vailed Poussin 1971 v. 2:60, n. 1). Nor does the Abhidharmamrta 
(A pi ta 'n kan lu wei lun), one of the earliest Sarvastivadin manuals, 
contain an avasthika interpretation, although it does divide the 
members among the three lifetimes, as well as classifying each 
member as kleia, karma, or duhkha (T. 1553:970c—97 lc; Aams:70— 
73). However, at least three abhidharma texts prior to the 
Abhidharmakos'a claim that the avasthika interpretation represents 
the correct understanding of the twelve-membered pratityasamutpada 
formula. 

The earliest source that I have found is the Mahavibhasa(T. 1545 
— A pita mo ta pip'o sha lun ; T. 1546 — A pi t'an pi p'o sha lun), 
which is again cited by de la Vallee Poussin in a footnote to the 
translation ofAKUl 21a (La Vallee Poussin 197l,v. 2:62, n. 1). The 
Mahavibhasa first distinguishes its own, avasthika, interpretation 
from the ksanika interpretation of Sarmadatta (She ma ta to) and the 
sambandhika interpretation of the Vijnanakayas'astra (A pi ta mo shih 
shentsulun — T. 1539) (T. 1545:118c— 119a; T. 1546:93c—94a). 
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In the ksanika interpretation, all twelve members are present in a 
single moment, as in the case of someone who harms a sentient being 
due to passion: his mental confusion is avidya; his volition is 
samskara; his consciousness (i.e., his awareness of the object of his 
crime) is vijUana, etc. (T. 1545:118c; identical to AKBh: 133). 
According to the sambandhika interpretation, which de la Vallee 
Poussin explains as "par la liaison des causes et effets" (La Vallee 
Poussin 197l,v. 2: 65), a number of members can be present in a 
single moment: for example, when someone conceives of passion for 
an object, his ignorance (about the true nature of the object) is avidya; 
his desire is samskara; his discrimination of the object is vijfiana, etc. 
But these members do not consist of all five skandhas. Some 
members, on the other hand, do consist of all five skandhas: for 
example, the arising of all the skandhas in the new lifetime is jati, and 
their deterioration is jaramarana. But these members do not occupy 
a single moment (T. 1545:118c). 

According to the Mahavibhasa'sown interpretation, each mem
ber refers to the five skandhas at a different moment; this is clearly 
the same avasthika system described in AKIII21-24. Its definition 
of vijfiana, however, appears somewhat different at first glance. 
According to Hsiian-tsang's translation, vijfiana is thepratisamdhicitta 
(hsii hsin), together with its accompaniment (chu pan), which the 
Kokuyaku Issaikyo explains as the remaining four skandhas (T. 
1545:118c; KIK, Bidonbu, v. 8: 9, n. 19). The earlier translation 
(attributed to Katyayaniputra) has hsiang hsii hsin instead of hsii 
hsin, which is not significantly different (T. 1546:94a). Nor, I think, 
is there any difference in meaning between this pratisatndhicitta and 
the samdhiskandhas of AKIII21; according to the avasthika system, 
the five skandhas at this point in the development of the new life can 
be called vijfiana (or citta, since the terms are synonymous here; see 
A/QI34ab; AKBh:69), because vijfiana is the predominant element 
(AJQII25b; AKBh: 133). Vasubandhu perhaps condensed the expres
sion metri causa, and Yasomitra, judging from his comment on 
Vasubandhu's second definition (samskarapratyayam vijMnam 
pratisamdhicittam evabhipretam syat— AKVy. 299), considers the 
expressions identical. 
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Similar to the Mahavibhasa's definition are those of the 
* Abhidharmahrdayasutra (A pi Van hsin lun ching) and the 
* Samyuktabhidharmahrdaya, or *Ksudrakabhidharmahrdaya, (Tsa 
a pi Van hsin lun). The * Abhidharmahrdayasutra defines vijnana as 
the pratisamdhicitta (hsiang hsii hsin) together with its associates (T. 
1551:860c). The * Samyuktabhidharmahrdaya defines it as the 
present samtati (hsien tsai hsiang hsin), which here seems to be 
equivalent to the five skandhas at the first moment of the present life, 
since the next member, namarupa, is defined in the following way: 
"that samtati, (after) it already (exists), and while the six ayatanas are 
not completely differentiated, is called namarupa" {pi hsiang hsii i liu 
ju fen wei man shuo ming se — T. 1552:935b). 

The *Abhidharmahrdaya or *Abhidharmasara (A pi Van hsin 
lun) also agrees with the Mahavibhasa in maintaining that the twelve 
members of the pratityasamutpada formula refer to twelve sets, or 
states, of the skandhas and that the formula should not be understood 
in terms of a single moment. Its definition of vijfiana, on the other 
hand, is rather surprising; it states that vijfiana is the bijacitta 
produced by the previous member, samskara (pi sheng chung hsin 
shih shih — T. 1550:827a). This would seem to support Mizuno 
Kogen's statement that the *Abhidharmahrdaya sometimes contains 
doctrines that diverge from orthodox Sarvastivada (Mizuno 1961:73). 
Although Willemen does not comment on it in his translation, this 
definition deserves further exploration, especially since the term 
chung hsin, or chung shih, is a synonym for alayavijhana in some 
vijUaptimatrata texts (Nakamura 1975:650). 

All of the abhidharma texts mentioned above define vijhanahga 
as the initial moment of the present lifetime and as the karmic link 
between the past life and the present. In the Mahavibhasa, 
* Abhidharmahrdayasutra, and * Samyuktabhidharmahrdaya, more
over, this vijnana cannot possibly be the six vijUanakayas because, 
as we discover from the definitions of the following afigas, the six 
sense organs are not yet present at the moment referred to as vijfiana. 
Furthermore, although the Dharmaskandha, which is much earlier 
than Mahavibhasa, defines samskarapratyayam vijiianam as the six 
vijfianas (but not in the antarabhava — T. 1537:507a), in none of 
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these post-Mahavibhasa texts, to the best of my knowledge, is 
vijMnanga ever defined as the six vijMnakayas, nor is the definition 
from the Pratityasamutpadasutra that is quoted by Vasubandhu in his 
comment on AKIlI2&ab ever discussed. Thus, I have found no 
evidence suggesting that the Sarvastivadins, from the period of the 
Mahavibhasa, interpreted vijMnanga as the six vijMnakayas in the 
intermediate existence, while there are a number of Vaibhasika texts 
that present the avasthika interpretation as orthodox, not to mention 
the fact that Vasubandhu, himself, identifies it as Vaibhasika 
doctrine. 

Further confirmation can be found in Samghabhadra's two texts, 
*Nyayanusara (A pi ta mo shun cheng li lun) and 
*Abhidharmapitakaprakarana§asanas'astra or *Samayapradipika (A 
pi ta mo tsang hsien tzung lun). In both texts, Samghabhadra quotes 
Vasubandhu's gloss on verse 21c and continues with a further 
explanation: "In the mother's womb, at the time of conception, the 
five skandhas in a momentary state are called Consciousness 
because, at this moment, consciousness is the most prominent (of the 
skandhas. This consciousness) is only manovijnana because, in this 
state, the causes of the production of the (other) five vijfianas (i. e., 
the sense organs) are not yet possessed" (yii mu Vai teng chen chieh 
sheng shih i ch 'a na wu yiin ming shih. tz 'u ch 'a na chung shih tsui 
sheng ku. tz'u wei i shih yii tz'u wei ching wu shih sheng yuan yu 
wei chii ku. — T. 1562:484b; also, T. 1563:841a). Again, in neither 
of these texts could I find the six-vijMnakayas definition. 

Vasubandhu's Definition in Abhidharmakos'abhasya—The Six 
vijMnas in the Intermediate Realm 

In order to show that the six-vijMnakayas definition in fact 
represents Vasubandhu's own opinion in AKBh, I must begin by 
summarizing his rather long and complicated comment on A/QII28ab: 
"The origination is the cause; that which originates is the result" 
(heturatra samutpadah samutpannam phalam matam — AKBh: 136). 
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Vasubandhu explains the verse, saying that all the members are both 
pratityasamutpada and pratityasamutpanna. He then mentions the 
differing opinion of a Sthavira PurnaSa, who adduces four reasons to 
prove that that which is pratityasamutpada cannot be 
pratityasamutpanna (AKBh:136). 

It is at this point that Vasubandhu attributes to the Sautrantikas 
the criticism of the avasthika interpretation, mentioned above, 
according to which nothing of the sort can be found in the sutras. 
There follows an argument between the Sautrantika and the 
Sarvastivadin concerning the authority and completeness of the sutra 
definitions of the members of the formula. In the course of this 
argument the Sarvastivadin maintains that they are not complete and 
the meaning is not clear (na vai sarvam nirdefato nitartham bhavati). 
The Sautrantika, who has the last word in this dispute, states that the 
sutra is, in fact, complete (evam ihapy avidyadinam paripurna eva 
nudes'ah na sava&esah), and he proceeds to point out the logical flaws 
in the avasthika interpretation: "Why do you introduce something of 
a different kind (other than avidya\ i. e., the five skandhas) into (your 
definition of) avidyal Although the five skandhas are found in these 
'states,' only that (entity) whose existence or non-existence deter
mines the existence or non-existence of some (other entity, i. e., the 
following member) can be established as a member. Although the 
arhat possesses the five skandhas, he does not have any samskaras 
(that, according to your interpretation would have to be) caused by 
the five skandhas. Why (not)? Because (the samskaras that 
constitute samskaranga) are only caused by avidya (which the arhat 
does not have). Likewise, (he does not have) any vijRana that goes 
to good, bad or immovable destinies, or trsna, upadana, etc. (There
fore,) the meaning of the sutra is just as was stated (in the sutra)" 
(jatyantarasya tv avidyayam kimkrtah praksepah / yady api ca tasv 
avasthasu paHcaskandha vidyante yasya tu bhavabhavayor yasya 
bhavabhavaniyamah tad evangam vyavasthapayitum / saty api ca 
paflcaskandhake samskara na bhavanti paiicaskandhahetukah /kim 
tarhi/avidyaTietukaeva/tathapunyapunyanefijyopagam ca vijnanam 
na bhavati trsnopadanadaya§ ceti / yathanirdeia eva sutrarthah — 
AKBh:\37\ La Valine Poussin 1971, v. 2:76). YaSomitra explains 
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that the vijfiana here is pratisamdhivijfiana (AKVy.293). 
The point of this argument seems to be that, if the members of the 

formula are defined as states of the skandhas, the arhat would still be 
ensnared in samsara, simply because he still possesses the skandhas. 
However, we know that the arhat is able to reverse the samsaric 
process precisely because he destroys the first member, avidya. 
Thus, although he possesses the skandhas until his death, he does not 
produce the conditions for rebirth and the continuation of samsara. 

Vasubandhu next returns to the four points of PurnaSa, refuting 
the first of them, and then discusses the question of whether 
pratityasamutpada is asamskrta. This in turn leads into an etymologi
cal discussion of the term, pratityasanwtpada, which is followed by 
various opinions regarding the question of why the Buddha expressed 
the principle of conditioned origination in two ways: asmin satidam 
bhavati and asyotpadad idam utpadyate. 

Finally, Vasubandhu offers his own interpretation of the formula. 
As Kato has remarked, although Vasubandhu rejects in principle 
avasthikapratityasamutpada and treats the formula largely in terms of 
a theory of cognition, his definitions of vijfiana, namarupa, and the 
sadayatanas are not inconsistent with an embryological interpreta
tion, which is how Kato characterizes avasthikapratityasamutpada 
(Kato 1989:315). While Vasubandhu does not define these members 
as states of the skandhas, he does trace the early development of the 
new being from its beginning as consciousness, mentally projected 
by the past life, through the appearance of the other three mental 
skandhas, together with rupaskandha (i.e., namarupa), to the devel
opment of the six sense organs (sadayatana). However, as I showed 
at the beginning of this paper, for Vasubandhu, vijfiana does not refer 
only to the moment of pratisamdhi consciousness; rather, it encom
passes the series of vi//Iai]a$that constitute the intermediate existence 
between one life and the next, as well as the moment of rebirth into 
the next life. This interpretation of the definition from the 
Pratityasamutpadasutra, which he quotes here (vijfianam katamat / 
sadvijfianakaya id— AKBh:\40), can be justified because, accord
ing to abhidharma, the sense organs are all present in the intermediate 
existence {sakalaks'ah — AKIII14c; AKBh: 125), and thus conscious-
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ness can include all six vijhanakayas (it is to this abhidharmic rule 
that Jaini alludes in the passage quoted above). If, on the other hand, 
explains Ya&omitra, the sutra had intended for vijfianafiga to refer 
exclusively to pratisamdhivijilana, it would have said, "What is 
vijfianat Manovijiiana" because, at the moment of conception, only 
manovijiiana is present, not the other five vijiianas (evam tu 
vaktavyam syat / vijnanam katamat / manovijUanam iti / na hi 
pratisamdhiksane paiicavijiianakayasambhavo (sti/manovijfianenaiva 
pratisamdhibandhat — AKVy.299). Ya$omitra then quotes from 
AJQII42a-c to support his claim that pratisamdhivijUana can only be 
manovijiiana, a point on which Vasubandhu and the Sarvastivadins 
agree (see Samghabhadra's comment, quoted above). 

Curiously, Samghabhadra does not, as far as I can tell, comment 
on this portion of AKBh. The Chinese commentator, P'u Kung, on 
the other hand, does. In his Chu she lun chi, P'u Kuang first explains 
that Vasubandhu's intention is to include both the stream of vijiianas 
in the intermediate realm and the upapattibhava, which is equivalent 
to pratisamdhivijfiana, in his definition of vijnanaUga: "This vijnana 
passes through both the intermediate realm and the moment of 
conception. Although the moment of conception is only manovijiiana, 
in the state of the intermediate realm, (this vijiiana) produces all six 
vijiianas" (tz'u shih t'ungyii chung sheng erh yu. shengyu sui wei 
i shih yii chung yu wei t'ung ch'i liu shih.). Then, after quoting 
Vasubandhu's approval of the Pratityasamutpadasutra 's definition of 
vijnana as the sadvijiianakayas, P'u Kuang states, "If one relies on 
the Sarvastivadins, vijhananga is only the single moment of 
vpapattibhava and does not pass through the intermediate realm; 
therefore, (for them) it is only manovijiiana" (jo i shuo i ch 'iehyupu 
shih chih sui sheng yu i ch 'a na pu t 'ung ch 'ung yu ku wei i shih — 
T. 1821:172c). Clearly, P'u Kuang believes that Vasubandhu 
disagrees with orthodox Sarvastivadin doctrine. 

I have puzzled over Vasubandhu's locating vijhanaAga in the 
intermediate realm, since I have found no other independent text in 
which it is similarly placed. Perhaps one could say that Vasubandhu 
here is trying to modify the Sarvastivadins' unequivocal identifica
tion of vijiiana with the present life, but his commentators (see P'u 
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Kuang, quoted immediately above; see also AKVy:299\ Sthiramati's 
Tattvartha, quoted in Mejor 1991:101-102) understand him to 
include the moment of pratisamdhi into the present life as well, and 
it seems to me that, in terms of causation, the intermediate realm is 
more closely related to the present life than to the past. I can only 
conclude that his purpose here is simply to provide a rationalization 
for adopting the sutra definition; as I have mentioned above, placing 
vijfiana in the intermediate realm is the simplest way for him to justify 
the six- vijnanakaya definition in abhidharmic terms. In the second 
part of this paper, I shall speculate on Vasubandhu's reasons for 
adopting this definition. 

Vasubandhu's Definition in the Pratityasamutpadavyakhya— 
samskarapahbhavitah sadvijnanakayab 

Like P'u Kuang, ViryaSridatta, also draws attention to the 
difference between two definitions of vijfianafiga, in a passage of the 
Arthavini&cayasutranibandhana. (This passage corresponds to a 
portion of the Pratityasamutpadavyakhya, in which Vasubandhu 
quotes the view of an opponent whom he will soon refute [Honjo 
1989:173]; ViryaSridatta, on the other hand, seems to approve of this 
view.) The Arthavinifcayasutra, itself, contains the text of the 
Pratityasamutpadasutra and hence the six- vijnanakaya definition, but 
ViryasYidatta, who, according to Mejor, follows the Kashmirian 
Vaibhasikas (Mejor 1991:18), points out that elsewhere 
samskarapratyayam vijUanam is identified with pratisamdhivijfiana, 
and he quotes AKIII21c (samdhiskandhas tu vijMnam). He also 
refers to the well-known sutra statement, according to which 
namarupa could not solidify into a fetus if vijfiana did not descend 
into the mother's womb (Digha Nikaya II 63; quoted in La Vall6e 
Poussin 1913:12), and understands it to imply that vijfiana in the 
pratityasamutpada formula refers to pratisamdhivijfiana and hence 
can only be manovijMna. 

He then points out the discrepancy between this interpretation 
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and the definition in the AVS, but he argues that there is no 
contradiction (virodha). According to him, the AVS (i.e., the 
Pratityasamutpadasutra) definition is overly broad and not specific to 
the context of rebirth; therefore, he says, it is not laksanika. To 
support this assertion, he compares the svtra definitions of vijUana 
and the rupa portion of namarupa and shows that, in the case of rupa, 
too, the sutra likewise gives an all-inclusive definition that does not 
pertain to the specific context of vijfianapratyayam namarupam. 
Furthermore, he states that the laksanika definition is to be found 
elsewhere, i. e., in the verse of AK. 

However, Viryasndatta is also able to rationalize the sutra 
definition; that is to say, he is able to understand it in the context of 
thepratityasamutpada formula. He mentions by name the Sautrantikas, 
who, he says, believe that the vijfiana conditioned by the samskaras 
is not pratisamdhivijRana but rather the six vijfianas, which are 
permeated by the samskaras (sautrantikamatena tv avirodha eva / 
yasmat tasya samskaraparibhavitah sadvijhanakayah 
samskarapratyayam vijfianam istam na pratisamdhivijUanam eveti 
— A VSJV: 118-119; Honjo 1989:67-69). This passage is significant 
because it is the only explicit attribution of a six-vijMnakaya 
definition to the Sautrantikas that I have found. However, the 
interpretation of the six vijnanakayas here as samskaraparibhavita is 
not identical to Vasubandhu's interpretation in AKBh, according to 
which they are the stream of vijnanas in the intermediate realm; I shall 
discuss the differences later in the paper. Moreover, as Honjo has 
noted, there are many passages in AVSN that correspond to 
Vasubandhu's Pratityasamutpadavyakhya, including the first part of 
this one (Honjo 1989:173), and it is to this text, and not to the AKBh, 
that Viryasndatta is referring when he mentions the opinion of the 
Sautrantikas in the above passage. 

In the PSVy, which has been studied notably by Matsuda 
Kazunobu, Muroji Gijin, and Lambert Schmithausen, Vasubandhu 
includes a long (folios 17a5 - 26b5 in the Peking edition of the Bstan 
'gyur) discussion of vijiianatiga, in which he mentions the view of 
certain "others" (gzhan dag) who maintain that samskarapratyayam 
vijilanam is the pratisatndhivijtlana in the mother's womb (see above 
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concerning the correspondence between this passage and AVSN). 
Schmithausen has identified a passage, beginning with f. 20b4 
(Schmithausen 1987:467, n. 1128) and continuing to f. 22b4, in 
which Vasubandhu refutes this view as being inconsistent with both 
sutra {mdo sde dang 'gal — f. 20b6-f. 21b8) and reason (rigs pa dang 
'gal— f. 21 b8-f. 22b4). Among the several opinions that Vasubandhu 
attacks is the one quoted with approval in AVSN, to the effect that 
thepratisamdhivijnana definition is laksanika and the six- vijftanakaya 
definition abhiprayika, and that the Sastra definition does not 
contradict the sutra definition (PSVy.L 20b7-21a2). 

Vasubandhu ridicules this position, saying that the two defini
tions are indeed irreconcilable. He shows that, in the case of the rupa 
portion of namarupa, the sutra definition, namely that rupa consists 
of the four mahabhutas and the four upadayarupas, and the Sastra 
definition, presumably that rupa is the material portion of the embryo, 
are compatible since the embryonic rupa does, in fact, consist of the 
mahabhutas and the upadayarupas. In the case of vijfiana, however, 
the six vijfianakayas are not present at the moment of conception, so 
6astra contradicts sutra (nying mtshams sbyor ba na rnam parshes pa 
gang yin pa do rnam par shes pa 'i tshogs drug ma yin pas / 'dir chos 
'dra ba ci yod / 'dir ni 'du byed kyi rkyen gyis rnam par shes pa bstan 
pa brtsamspa yin pas zla la ci 'iphyir bya — PSVy.f. 2 la3-4; see also 
Wayman and Wayman 1974:55n., where this passage is referred to; 
however, I am not sure whether Wayman understands it in the same 
way that I do). 

Instead, Vasubandhu here defines samskarapratyayam vijfianam 
as vijfiana (i. e., the six vijfianakayas) permeated by the samskaras (de 
ltar na 'du byed kyis yongs su bsgos pa rnam par shes pa de nyid 'du 
byed kyi rkyen gyis yin gyi nying mtsham sbyor ba 'i rnam par shes 
pa ni ma yin no — PSVy: f. 23al-2). Schmithausen describes this 
vijfiana as follows: "the samskara-pratyayam vijfianam is the vijfiana 
of the prior existence which receives the Impressions of karma and 
— by continuously propagating itself along with this impression — 
becomes, in its turn, the cause of a new existence (beginning with 
namarupa)" (Schmithausen 1987:253, n. 51). 

Furthermore, although Vasubandhu rejects the Vaibhasika asser-
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tion that the six-vijUanakaya definition is abhiprayika while the 
pratisamdhivijnana definition is laksanika, he, too, as Matsuda points 
out (Matsuda 1982b:63-64), considers the sutra definition to be 
intentional: according to him, samskarapratyayam vijfianam is ulti
mately the stream of alayavijfiana permeated by the samskaras ('dir 
don nyid gang zhe na / 'du byed kyis yongs su bsgos pa 7 kun gzhi 
mam par shes pa 7 rgyun yongs su gyurpas yang siid 'byung bar nus 
pa ni 'dir 'du byed kyi rkyen gyis mam par shes pa yin par dgongs 
payinno — PSVy.l 24a 1-2; Matsuda 1982b:64). The remainder of 
Vasubandhu's discussion of vijfianafiga concerns alayavijfiana, the 
discussion of which, according to Matsuda, is similar to that found 
in the Karmasiddhiprakarana, yet another text by Vasubandhu 
(Matsuda 1982a:44). 

Part Two 

In all interpretations of pratityasamutpada in the context of 
rebirth, vijilana is the most important member, since it is exactly at 
yijfiana that the karmic legacy of one life passes on to the next. 
However, as we have seen, different interpretations disagree regard
ing two interrelated questions: to what stage in the rebirth process 
does vijnananga correspond; and what is its causal nature — is it 
cause, result, or both cause and result? All three answers to the 
second question have been proposed in one text or another during the 
history of the exegesis of the formula (for an example of a text that 
takes vijilanafiga to be both cause and effect, see Alex Wayman's 
description of Tsong kha pa's interpretation — Wayman 1984:181-
185). 

As I have shown above, vijfiana, in the Sarvastivadin system, 
refers to the first moment of the present lifetime, and it is result 
(phala), since it is based on kle$a and karma (AK in 26ab; 
AKBh: 134). There is some disagreement as to whether or not vijfiana 
is vipaka. According to the Sarvastivadins, it is not, because for them, 
pratisamdhi is always defiled (upapattibhavah klistah — AKIU 38a; 
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AKBh:\5\), while vipaka must be morally neutral (vipako 'vyakrto 
dharmah — AKII 57a; AKBh:95). However, as Schmithausen has 
shown, pratisamdhivijnana is, in fact, considered to be vipaka in 
Theravadin abhidharma, in the Abhidharmasamuccayabhasya, and 
in parts of the Yogacarabhumi (Schmithausen 1987:38;307 ns. 256-
257). On the other hand, certain Yogacara texts, for example Ch 'eng 
wei shih lun (T. 1585:19a; La Vallee Poussin 1929:217) and 
Mahayanasamgrahabhasya (MS: 15; Lamotte 1973:53-54), have ad
duced the defiled nature of pratisamdhivijnana as proof that it could 
not be samskarapratyayam vijfianam, which, according to them, must 
be vipaka and hence neutral. Regardless of the moral nature of 
pratisamdhivijfiana, there is certainly nothing about it that suggests 
the strongly causal and projecting qualities of the six vijfianakayas, 
permeated by the samskaras, as described by Vasubandhu in PSVy. 

In the PSVy, Vasubandhu locates vijiiana in the prior lifetime, 
and, by calling it samskaraparibhavita, he shows that, rather than 
being a resultant entity, projected by karma into the next life, it is a 
causal entity, whose ability to project the next life is conditioned by 
karma. As for pratisamdhivijfiana, it is, according to PSVy, the first 
moment of namarupa in the present life (mdo sde 'di las mam parshes 
pa 'i rkyen gyis phungpo lnga pa 'i ming dang gzugs bstan pas nying 
mtshams sbyor ba 'i mam parshes pa deji Itar de dang than cig byung 
bafi ming dang gzugs kyi rkyen du rung — PSVy f. 21b4; 
Schmithausen 1987:467 n. 1128). 

The general similarities between the explanations of 
pratityasamutpada in the Abhidharmasamuccaya and the PSVy have 
been noted by Matsuda (Matsuda 1982a:47-48), and the interpreta
tions of vijiiana, in particular, coincide in substance. According to 
the AS, vijiiana, which is considered a projecting (aksepaka) member 
of the formula and hence belongs to the prior life, "supports the bond 
of beings' actions" (sattvanam karmabandham ca dharayati — AS: 
25); the ASBh explains that this is "because it arises simultaneously 
with the impressions produced by the Karmic Forces" 
(samskarahitavasanasahotpatteh — ASBh:32). This seems to be the 
same function that is implicit in Vasubandhu's vijiiana permeated by 
the samskaras. Furthermore, "it is the condition of Individual 
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Existence" (pratyayat ca bhavati namarupasya — AS:25), because 
"Individual Existence attains growth due to the entrance of con
sciousness into the mother's womb" (matuhkuksau vijfianavakrantya 
namarupavivrddhigamanat — ASBh:32). The consciousness men
tioned by the ASBh here must be pratisamdhivijfiana and, being 
associated with the later lifetime, cannot be the same as the vijfiana 
that arises simultaneously with the karmic impressions. In the 
immediately following description of the function of namarupa, 
which "makes beings grasp the basis of personal existence" 
(atmabhavam ca sattvan grahayati — AS:25\ the identification of 
pratisamdhivijfiana with the initiation of namarupa, similar to that in 
PSVy, becomes clear. 

Thus, both Asariga in AS and Vasubandhu in PS Vy recognize two 
types of consciousness, a causal one, which is identified (at least 
provisionally) with the six vijfianakayas, and a fruitional one, 
pratisamdhivijfiana, which is not considered samskarapratyaya and 
which is associated with namarupa. The idea that the six vijfianas can 
be permeated by the samskaras, which has been attributed to the 
Sautrantikas (see AVSN:11&-\19, quoted above; also, La Vallee 
Poussin 1929: 217), is criticized in certain Yogacara texts that 
explicitly teach alayavijfiana, for example, Trims'ikabhasya(TrBh'3%) 
and Ch 'eng wei shih lun (T. 1585:19a; La Valine Poussin 1929:217), 
in order to prove that samskarapratyayam vijfianam must be 
alayavijfiana. However, a similar notion appears in the 
pratityasamutpada section of an earlier Yogacara text, the Savitarka-
savicarabhumi of the, Yogacarabhumi: "For example, a person in the 
past has performed and accumulated acts, whether meritorious, 
unmeritorious, or immovable (anifijya)y whether physical, verbal, or 
mental, which are conditioned by ignorance. His consciousness, 
accompanied by those acts, continues to exist up to the moment of 
death and becomes the cause of the consciousness at the moment of 
conception" (yathapihaikatyena purvam avidusavidyagate-
navidyapratyayam punyapunyanifijyam kayavafimanahkarma krtam 
bhavaty upacitam /tatkarmopagam [Schmithausen's correction from 
the manuscript of Bhattacharya's tatkarmopabhogam; Schmithausen 
1987:472 n. 1153] casya vijfianam amaranasamayad anuvrttam 
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bhavati pratisandhivijMnahetubhutam — YBA.198-199; also, 
Schmithausen 1987:178). As for pratisamdhivijnana, it is explicitly 
called vipakavijflana, and it is said to be conditioned by the causal 
consciousness. The relationship between this vipakavijSana and 
namarupa is explained in terms of the mutual dependence of vijnana 
and namarupa (YBA:199). 

Schmithausen, who considers this passage to predate a system
atized notion of alayavijiiana, emphasizes that both the causal and the 
vipaka consciousnesses here are the series "consisting of one or the 
other of the ordinary six kinds of vijiiana" (Schmithausen 1987:178). 
However, he does not suggest that it therefore represents a non-
Yogacara, for example, a Sautrantika, doctrine. According to 
Schmithausen, the earliest Yogacara thought, which he says is found 
in portions of the YBh, does not encompass a fully developed theory 
of alayavijiiana, explicitly identified as such. This raises the question 
of the development of Yogacara doctrine and its relationship to the 
Sautrantika school, a question that is very pertinent to the study of 
texts such as AKBh and AS. Vasubandhu, whose name is associated 
with both the Sautrantika and Yogacara schools, of course figures 
critically in any discussion of the relationship between them. 

There are many different opinions regarding Vasubandhu, espe
cially concerning his dates and to how many people his name refers, 
but Hirakawa Akira, in his introduction to the Index to the 
Abhidharmakofa, summarizes the most commonly held views re
garding his philosophical beliefs: "It is generally accepted among 
scholars that the author of the Kosa was ordained in the Sarvastivada 
School, but his thoughts were closer to those of the Sautrantika 
School. The doctrine of the Sautrantika School is based on 'the 
prajflapti,' which includes the teaching of bija; therefore, the devel
oped form of this doctrine can be related to the doctrine of 
Vijflanavada. It does not necessarily mean that the Sautrantika 
School itself developed into the Vijflanavada, but it can be easily 
assumed that the author of the Kosa belonged to the Sautrantika 
School [and] later changed to the Vijflanavada, for there is a certain 
common ground between the doctrines" (Hirakawa 1973:xi-xii). 
According to this way of thinking, Vasubandhu wrote the AKBh 
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when he was a Sautrantika, the Trimfikawhen he was a Yogacara, 
and texts like the Karmasiddhiprakarana and the PSVy at some time 
in between, while he was presumably in the process of conversion 
from Sautrantika to Yogacara. For example, Muroji suggests just 
such a development (Muroji 1985:[2]), while Matsuda implies 
something similar when he states that the alayavijilana that is 
expounded in PSVy and KS is different from that of the Yogacara 
school since it is "tinged with a Sautrantika hue" (Matsuda 1982a:44). 

This model of Vasubandhu's literary and philosophical develop
ment is largely based on two types of evidence: traditional accounts 
of his life and the contents of his writings. According to Mejor, the 
reliable information in the Chinese and Tibetan biographies and 
historical sources "may be summarized in two points: 1) Vasubandhu's 
composition of the Abhidharmako&a-karika and bhasya and a 
subsequent controversy with a Kashmirian Vaibhasika master, 
Sahghabhadra, 2) Vasubandhu's conversion to Mahayana under the 
influence of his elder brother Asariga" (Mejor 1991:7). As for the 
content of his works, in the AKBh, as is well known, Vasubandhu 
frequently criticizes Vaibhasika positions, while supporting posi
tions that he identifies as, or we know from other sources to be, 
Sautrantika. In works such as PSVy and KS (to summarize Lamotte 
on the latter), Vasubandhu, although he mentions alayavijfiana, does 
not propose a doctrine of consciousness-only; furthermore, he quotes 
almost exclusively from non-Mahayana sutras, mentions the opin
ions mostly of non-Mahayana schools and teachers, and takes 
recognizably Sautrantika positions on a number of important issues 
(Lamotte 1935-36:176-179). Finally, in Trimtika, his exposition is 
clearly and classically Yogacara. 

There may, however, be another way to explain why Vasubandhu 
asserts a "Sautrantika" position, at least in our case of 
s&inskarapratyayam vijiianam. Before I come to this, it is necessary 
to discuss briefly two differing opinions regarding the composition 
of the Yogacarabhvmi, a text that precedes Vasubandhu and with 
which he was presumably acquainted (concerning the question of the 
relationship between YBh and AKBh, see Yamabe 1990, in which 
the possibility of Vasubandhu's bija theory being traceable back to 
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YBh is raised). 
In his monumental work, Alayavijfianay Schmithausen, in the 

course of trying to explain the context in which the Yogacara concept 
of alayavijfiana first arose, concludes that the Yogacarabhumi is 
probably "a compilation consisting of several (or at least two) 
heterogeneous (or at any rate chronologically distinct) layers" 
(Schmithausen 1987:13), rather than the work of a single author. He 
goes on to identify three layers of the text: an oldest layer, in which 
there is no reference to alayavijfiana', a middle layer, in which there 
are occasional references to alayavijfiana, but no reference to the 
Samdhinirmocanasutra; and the newest layer, in which alayavijfiana 
is discussed in detail and the Samdhinirmocanasutra is fully utilized 
(Schmithausen 1987:14). The assumption that underlies 
Schmithausen's view of the stratification of Yogacarabhumi is that, 
roughly speaking, the less mention of alayavijMna and reference to 
Mahayana sutra there is, the older the layer. Aramaki Noritoshi, on 
the other hand, in a personal communication, takes a different 
approach in determining the strata of the text. Aramaki agrees with 
Schmithausen regarding the portions comprising the oldest layer, but 
he takes issue with his identification of the other two layers, locating 
some portions containing Samdhinirmocana material and detailed 
treatments of alayavijfiana in the middle layer and some portions 
containing scant mention of alayavijfiana in the newest layer. 
According to Aramaki's theory, his middle layer contains the 
Yogacara exposition of ultimate truth (paramarthavyavasthana), 
namely the doctrine of alayavijfiana, while the newest layer contains 
an exposition of provisional truth (samvrtivyavasthana), which 
presupposes alayavijfiana theory. In this layer, Aramaki sees the 
origin of the Yogacara abhidharma. 

In the case of Vasubandhu's texts, as well as Asanga's 
Abhidharmasamuccaya and Mahayanasamgraha, we are dealing 
with a different situation. All of these texts belong to a later period 
than even the newest layer of the Yogacarabhumi', each is composed 
by a single, identifiable author, and by the time these works were 
written, the doctrine of alayavijfiana was no longer in the early stages 
of the process of formation. Nonetheless, Aramaki's distinction 
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between paramarthavyavasthana and samvrtivyavasthana can per
haps help us understand the intention of these texts. 

First, let us consider the two works of Asahga. The purpose of 
Mahayanasamgraha is specifically to expound the doctrine of 
alayavijnana, or, to use Aramaki's terminology, the Yogacara 
paramarthavyavasthana, and it contains systematic proofs and elabo
rations. The Abhidharmasamuccaya, on the other hand, while it 
occasionally mentions the term, does not expound alayavijnana in 
detail. Rather, as I hope to show in forthcoming work on this text, 
Asanga, having already worked out a philosophical system based on 
alayavijnana, attempts in AS" to produce an abhidharma, a 
samvrtivyavasthana, consonant with, and supportive of, his 
Paramarthavyavasthana. In the case of Asanga's interpretation of the 
Pratityasamutpada formula, his two-lifetime (hang shih i ch'ung) 
system, in which the causal vijfiana of the past life projects the seeds 
of the present life, only makes sense if vijMnanga is really 
alayavijnana. However, since his purpose is to explain the twelve-
membered formula and not to prove the existence of alayavijnana, 
Asanga sees no need to mention it by name. This is in contrast to MS 
1.33, where, as one of a number of proofs of alayavijnana, he states 
that samskarapratyayam vijUanam can only be alayavijnana (MS: 15; 
Lamotte 1973:53). 

Similarly, although he eloquently expounds alayavijnana and 
vijfiaptimatrata in Trims'ika, Vasubandhu is writing for different 
Purposes in ASBh and PSVy. PSVy is a commentary on a sutra, the 
Pen pieh yiian ch 'i ch 'u sheng fa men ching (T. 717; referred to by 
Matsuda as the * Adivitesavibhagasutra [Matsuda 1982a:42]), the 
subject of which, as its name suggests, is pratityasamutpada, and 
Vasubandhu, in commenting on it, does not have to refer to 
vijiiaptimatra theory, even though he uses the term alayavijnana. The 
fact that he does not mention the system of eight vijnanas need not 
niean that he does not believe in it, contrary to Matsuda (Matsuda 
1982a:44). Nor does his accepting on the level of "intentional 
meaning" the identification of vijnananga with the six 
samskaraparibhavitavijnanas a position associated by some (see 
above) with the Sautrantika school, while rejecting the Sarvastivadin 
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identification of it with pratisamdhivijfiana, prove that he is himself 
a Sautrantika, at least in the sense of accepting the doctrines of other 
teachers, such as Srilata, who are designated as Sautrantikas. 
Recently, Honjo Yoshifumi, in an article that explores a number of 
points raised by Kato Junsho in his book on Sautrantika (Kato 1989), 
has suggested the possibility that Vasubandhu was the proponent of 
a Mahayana Sautrantika doctrine, distinguishable from the "ortho
dox," Hinayana Sautrantika of Srilata (Honjo 1990). My own, very 
tentative, theory is that Vasubandhu espouses Sautrantika or 
Sautrantika-like ideas for the purpose of constructing Yogacara 
abhidharma; this is, perhaps, not so different from Honjo's proposal. 
In any case, by contrasting the abhipraya of the 
samskaraparibhavitavijfianas with alayavijfiana, Vasubandhu im
plies that, for him, alayavijfiana belongs to the realm of ultimate truth 
while the six vijfianas belong to that of provisional truth. 

To return to the AKBh, there is some question in my mind as to 
whether or not Vasubandhu's definition of samskarapratyayam 
vijfianam in his comment on AK HI 28ab is substantially the same 
as his definition in PSVy. At first glance, they appear somewhat 
different. In AKBhy Vasubandhu does not use the expression 
samskaraparibhavita. to describe vijiiana, and this expression, with 
its connotations of fof/a-theory, is one of the most striking features of 
his discussion in PSVy. Furthermore, in PSVy, he does not mention 
the intermediate realm, in which he locates at least a portion of 
samskarapratyayam vijfianam in the AKBh. Although Sthiramati, in 
his commentary on AKBh, calls the stream of vijfianas in the 
intermediate realm karmaparibhavita (Mejor 1991:101-102), he is 
perhaps, under the influence of what Vasubandhu says in PSVy, 
reading too much into AKBh . More important is the fact that, in 
AKBh, Vasubandhu, as I mention above, has been understood by his 
commentators to include pratisamdhivijfiana, along with the stream 
of the six vijfianas in antarabhava, in his definition of 
samskarapratyayam vijfianam. This would seem to be inconsistent 
with the causal nature ascribed to vijfiana in PS Vy as well as with the 
statement that pratisamdhivijfiana is the first moment of namarupa in 
the later lifetime. 
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However, AKBh is again quite a different type of text than either 
Trs or PSVy. Although in verse VIII40ab Vasubandhu claims to have 
presented an abhidharma system largely in agreement with the 
Vaibhasika school (ka$muravaibha£ikanutisiddhah prayo mayayam 
kathito 'bhidharmah — AKBhA59; quoted by Mejor, who takes this 
verse to mean that Vasubandhu's own doctrinal standpoint agreed 
with that of the Vaibhasikas [Mejor 1991:19]), it is well known that 
he rejects the Sarvastivadin position on many crucial points. Nev
ertheless, even if the author of the Abhidharmadipa is correct in 
assuming, as Jaini puts it, that "the Ko&a is not an authentic 
Vaibhashika treatise but only a mouth-piece of the Mahayanist 
Vasubandhu disguised as a Vaibhashika acharya" (Jaini 1977:129), 
his intention in writing AKBh is not to expound Mahayana, 
specifically Yogacara, doctrine, even less so than it is in PSVy or KS. 
In the case of his discussion of pratiyasamutpada, Vasubandhu seems 
niostly concerned with undermining the Sarvastivadin avasthika 
interpretation and with promoting the Pratiyasamutpadasutra as 
scriptural authority. Having established in the AKBh that 
samskarapratyayam vijiianam is the six vijfianakayas without using 
any suspiciously Yogacara terminology such as paribhavita, he is free 
to interpret this six-vijfianakaya definition in a more overtly 
Yogacara fashion in PSVy. It thus seems possible that Vasubandhu, 
m the AKBh, is adjusting the abhidharma system so painstakingly 
worked out by the Vaibhasikas, in order to make it consonant with 
his Yogacara beliefs. 

In his introduction to Abhidharmadipa, Jaini identifies sixteen 
points on which the author of AD attacks Vasubandhu for departing 
from orthodox Vaibhasika doctrine. In a significant number of these 
cases, the "Sautrantika" position taken by Vasubandhu is either 
virtually identical to that of the Yogacara school (for example, 
regarding the cittaviprayuktasamskaras) or, as Jaini puts it, "fore
shadows the theory of alaya-vijiiana" (Jaini 1977:110), for example, 
regarding the anuteyas. Jaini draws attention to the fact that the 
Dipakara accuses Vasubandhu of being a vaitulika, i.e., accepting 
Mahayana, (see above; also, Jaini 1977:128), and, in a discussion of 
the controversy about sarvastivada, states: "Although the main attack 
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on the Sarvastivada comes from the Sautrantika KoSakara, the 
Dipakara's reference to the alaya-vijiiana and to the abhuta-parikalpita 
unmistakably shows that his real opponents were Yogachara-
Vijfianavadins..." (Jaini 1977:121). However, Jaini takes the 
Dipakara's accusations as confirmation of the traditional, and still 
commonly accepted, assertion that Vasubandhu was a Sautrantika 
when he wrote AKBh and later converted to Mahayana and Yogacara. 

I, on the other hand, would like to suggest that the Dipakara may 
have been right, that Vasubandhu, when he wrote AKBh, may 
already have been a Yogacara, and that the Sautrantika views that he 
espoused provided a better abhidharmic infrastructure for the doc
trine of alayavijiiana than did the Sarvastivadin positions that he 
attacked. I believe that what he says about samskarapratyayam 
vijhanam in AKBh and PSVy supports my speculation. 

Conclusion 

Thus, we have seen that the orthodox Sarvastivadin definition of 
vijMnanga from the time of the Mahavibhasa, is pratisamdhivijfiana 
(consciousness at the moment of conception). This interpretation is 
compatible with the Sarvastivadin "three lifetimes/twofold" (san shih 
Hang ch 'ung) system of causation. Although Vasubandhu presents 
the Sarvastivadin avasthika interpretation of the pratityasamutpada 
formula, which includes this definition of vijnana, in the verses of the 
Abhidharmakos'a, he indicates that he personally disagrees with it, 
and, in the Bhasya, he gives his own opinion, that vijnananga consists 
of the stream of the six vijfianas in the intermediate realm, as well as 
pratisamdhivijfiana. In a later work, the Pratityasamutpadavyakhya, 
he takes the sutra definition to mean that vijfiana refers to the six 
vijfianas, perfumed by the samskaras (samskaraparibhavita), in the 
past life. Furthermore, he states that this definition is only provisional 
and that vijnana in the pratityasamutpada formula must ultimately be 
identified with alayavijiiana. My opinion is that Vasubandhu, at the 
time he wrote the Abhidharmakos'abhasya, may have already held the 
beliefs that he expressed in later works such as the 
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Pratityasamutpadavyakhya and Karmasiddhiprakarana, beliefs that 
can perhaps be better characterized as Yogacara than as Sautrantika. 
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Chinese Terms 

WR&mmjEmni 

A pi ta mo fa shih lun 

A pi ta mo fa yun tsu lun 

A pi ta mo shih shen tsu lun 

A pi ta mo shun cheng li lun 

A pi ta mo ta pi p'o sha lun 

A pi ta mo tsang hsien tzung lun 

A pi t'an hsin lun 

A pi t'an hsin lun ching 

A pi t'an kan lu wei lun 

A pi t'an pa chien tu lun 

A pi t'an pi p'o sha lun 

Ch'eng wei shih lun 

chu pan 

Chu she lun chi 

chung hsin 

chung shih HtfS 

Fen pieh yuan ch'i ch'u sheng fa men ching 

hsiang hsii hsin ffi $1 'fr 

hsien tsai hsiang hsin 5 ! ft ffi i$S 

hsii hsin iffi'h 

jo i shou i ch'ieh yu pu shih chih sui sheng yu i ch'a na pu t'ung 

chung yu ku wei i shih 

liang shih i ch'ung PS1S~^fi 

fft#iftiE 
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pi hsiang hsii i liu ju fen wei man shou ming se 

££ 
pi sheng chung hsin shih shin 

P'u Kuang 

san shih liang ch'ung 

She ma ta to 

Tsa a pi t'an hsin lun 

«£«'&*i 
^ * 

^iftffifi 
!&)$&£ 
xniKft î 

tz'u shih t'ung yii chung sheng erh yu. sheng yu sui wei i shih yii 

chung yu wei t'ung ch'i liu shih. 

yii mu t'ai teng chen chieh sheng shih i ch'a na wu yiin ming 

shih. tz'u ch'a na chung shih tsui sheng ku. tz'u wei i shih yii tz'u 

wei ching wu shih sheng yuan yu wei chii ku. 

x n . »&*&+. EM*.®. m*suk. 


